The Grow My Church! Program
Does Your Church Have Any of These Issues?
•
•
•
•

Membership and attendance have been on a decline for some time
You have tried multiple strategies and tactics to stem the decline and spur growth
Membership decline is putting your programs (Christian education, etc.) at risk
Membership decline is challenging your financial and operational viability

If so then you might want to consider the Grow My Church! program.
•

The Grow My Church program is a church growth program designed to stimulate stalled
congregations and help them to grow again. The course is specifically designed for
small/medium sized churches (under 200 average Sunday attendance).

•

The Grow My Church! program is a facilitator guided video program designed to help your
congregation identify its biggest challenges and take positive steps toward addressing them.

•

The Grow My Church! program is assessment oriented and gives congregations valuable
tools to figure out what they are doing, why they are doing it and what can be done to improve
a church’s effectiveness.

•

The Grow My Church! program is sensible, affordable, constructive and aimed at helping
churches move through this unprecedented time of cultural change.

Note: A core conviction of the Grow My Church! program is that the Gospel is about saving lives and
that the Church, on the whole and individually plays an irreplaceable role in forming individuals,
families, communities and nations.
What others are saying about the Grow My Church! program:
Anthony Robinson likes the Grow My Church program because of its accessibility and
pedagogy. “Finally, a course that helps congregations engage in the crucial conversations that
we always seem to find ways to avoid. The Grow My Church program is serious, insightful and
fun.”
Anthony B. Robinson, author, teacher and congregation development expert
“In churches all over the country, the number one concern is how to attract and retain new
members. Grow My Church offers a clear, effective and accessible process for doiong just
that. If you are serious about making disciples for Jesus Christ, Grow My Church is the right
tool for the right time.”
Kristine Miller, CFRE Horizons Stewardship Consultants
Contact Evans-Davis at 614-855-3993 to learn more about how you can use the Grow My Church!
program.

